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MJ:

This is Historic Preservation graduate student Matt Jones along with fellow Historic Preservation
graduate student Rachel Burns. It is Thursday, January 10th, and today we are speaking with Dr.
Howard Booth, a 46-year veteran of Eastern Michigan University and Emeritus Faculty member
from the Department of Biology. Booth was not done making headlines after his teaching career
however. After a 39-year hiatus, he began pursuing his love of the pole vault at age 61. He has
won gold medals in competitions ranging from the National Master’s Track and Field
Championship in Boston to the World Athletics championship in Brazil.
We’d like to start at the beginning. Can you tell us a little bit about your upbringing and where
and when you were born, who your parents were?

HB;

Sure. Howard Booth- I was born near Mio, Michigan- that’s where I grew up. Up in the northern
part of the Lower Peninsula. My parents were John and Mary Booth. I had one older brother,
Stan Booth. They were natives of that area between Atlanta and Mio. I spent large parts, not of
my life, but large parts of it in that neighborhood- Oscoda County. I was a small but very active
student athlete back in high school. My mother was a math teacher, so we were strongly
encouraged to plan on going into college and to go to college. It was pretty much just assumed,
and we were both on board with that. We were very good students. I ended up third in my
graduating class. Second or third, academically, and took the science direction curriculum, going
through. As junior high played JV basketball at five foot one, and just survived, but continued
and lettered in sports. I saw my success in track and field. I was, again, small but fast. Tree
climber all my life, as a little kid, and thought I was going to be a sprinter but turned out there
were lots of bigger kids that were older because ninth graders could be on the varsity if you were
good enough. I took up pole vaulting because only two other athletes were doing that and they
were friendly and helped me out. I learned the pole vault fairly quickly and added hurdles, finally
got, as I got older, got fast enough that I ran relays and sprints and long jump. But hurdles, I
ended up with the school record in the conference record. In pole vault- school record in low
hurdles and high hurdles. That was my big passions was football, which, again, 125 pounds, by
then five foot six, so I had grown a bit. But again it was the quickness, the smartness, not the
brutal strength that got me through.
I was the leading running back my senior year, top scorer for the team. All-State. Led the team in
touchdowns, led the team in tackles because I played safety and that says something about our

team. All the guys were getting through but it was up to me to do the last-minute catching of
them. It was interesting enough that I got football offers from Wayne State, from Wyoming and
my dad wisely said “you will get killed in college football. Don’t do it.” So I didn’t. I mean, I KNEW
HE WAS RIGHT- it was a passion but. I played basketball four years, was early-off the bench rarely
a starter, but successful- lettered. The last year, they let us play both track and baseball. So I was
a regular right fielder and led the team in stolen bases. We were actually conference champions
in both track and in baseball my senior year.
MJ:

My obvious question then, is where did biology come from?

HB:

It was something that I really liked- all those sciences. I was probably thinking chemistry more
than biology but I loved them both going through. My mother was a math teacher and I had
great respect for that side of things. My dad was a very logical person with common sense and
logic. You put the physics of things together. You try to understand it. He spent just a lot of time
explaining stuff to us as we were growing up. We worked together, helped him out quite a bit on
various projects. That side of learning was the most interesting, most exciting. Had good high
school introductions to both chemistry and biology.

MJ:

Do you remember any teachers from high school who encouraged you in science?

HB:

Let’s see.

MJ:

It doesn’t sound like you needed any encouragement.

HB:

I was definitely involved in it. Very passionate. I’m trying to think of names of my teachers back
then. It doesn’t come up immediately.

MJ:

What did you dad do for a living?

HB:

He was kind of an all-purpose guy. He had a year of college. Wanted to be a teacher actually, and
then there were tough times at home that brought him back to the farm. He was the oldest boy
of the family of six, I think. It was kind of dad said “We need you here,” and he came back
reluctantly. Always wished he’d been able to finish out his college but he didn’t. He would do
projects- cutting logs, logging was a fairly big industry- pulpwood and logging in Northern
Michigan. So he’d buy a tract of trees from the forest service, hire two or three guys to help him
cut, and it would either be pulpwood or logs. He had a brother that ran a sawmill so they had a
connection there. He get him to saw the lumber and then he would sell it and deliver it
downstate or anywhere. By the time I was getting ready to go to college he got into real estate
and selling five acre parcels of pretty woodlands in the mile area to retirees that were coming
out of Flint and Detroit and saying “I don’t want to retire here, I want to retire where life is less
complicated” and all of that. So by the end of his career he had a pretty successful business. He
got his broker’s license and ran his own real estate business. He was always employed, always
found something, some way to make some money, and such.

MJ:

You knew that when you came to Eastern, you did your undergrad here, you knew that when you
got here that you were going to major in bio?

HB:

yeah. It was a toss-up between chemistry and biology but those were definitely the things I was
interested in.

MJ:

Did you know you wanted to be a teacher?

HB:

No- I was thinking that I would probably go into being a bench scientist for a pharmaceutical
company or something like that, where you combine the biology and the chemistry. Early on,
chemistry was probably almost as much of a favorite as biology. It was in my, nah- probably my
senior year that I was invited to assist (I’d already taken a course in histology) I was just through
the course, I was an undergraduate student assistant in the course, and then kind of really got to
thinking about the teaching side of it. I was invited to apply for a teaching assistantship in the
Biology Department at about that time. That was a great opportunity to get grad school paid for
and continue on. About that time, they were buying Fish Lake. Robert Belcher- the Department
Head- was buying it. He needed somebody to go up and survey what they had bought. He
walked around some, but not enough. My first assignment as a teaching assistant was to spend
the summer with Stan Bradshaw up at Fish Lake. We lived in the old farmhouse and used that as
the basis for going out and exploring. Doing a survey, we both, I mean, he was in the botany side,
and I was on the zoology side but we worked together all day surveying the terrain and we
mapped the place out. We laid out some of the initial trails that are still being used now. Couple
of the bridges that I built are still being used up there. Amongst other adventures, the old
farmhouse had rats and you could be laying there sleeping and hear this rather large hiss coming
around to share your bedroom. So one time, I leaped out of bed with a shoe- a serious boot for
hiking, nailed him, and we didn’t have a rat problem after that.

RB:

Was Stan Bradshaw also a graduate student?

HB:

He was a graduate teaching assistant. There were research assistants, which were very rare to
come by but teaching assistants because we were in there teaching a lot of students, covering a
lot of credit hours. So, by biology had a good supply of teaching assistants. I think at the time
maybe one or two that were either research or other employed graduates. But maybe twelve at
the time. I know we had peaks up near thirty later.

MJ:

Was the Kresge Center out there yet?

HB:

Kresge Center was what this was becoming. This was the land that the Kresge Center got built
on. So we were laying out the biology of “here’s where you will take students to show them
these kinds of things” and then then they picked where the buildings would go. This all
happened several years later.

MJ:

I’m glad you brought that up and we will come back to it. Do you remember any of your
instructors from undergrad in biology?

HB:

Yeah. Let’s see. Of course I knew most of them. Don Brown and Bert Johnson were the big
people in Zoology. I took several classes from either one of them. A little later on, Merlin Minnick
(SP) was in Physiology, and that, as I started sampling different kinds of biology, really gravitated
to that because it fit right in with the chemistry interest that I already had. It became kind of my
passion near the end. Early on, I was taking the basics of Zoology, Botany, definitely liked the
animals better than the plants, but learned to respect the plants along the way. I knew Dick
Giles, and Frank Sinclair was running the general Biology at the time. Let’s see. Dick Giles- he was
primarily a plant person. Herbert Caswell was in Ecology. I didn’t take very many plant courses
but I did the Ecology, did most all of the animals. Larry Richards was doing Compared Anatomy-

some of the more advanced animal courses. I was kind of contemporary and I overlapped with a
bunch of these faculty members. I’m trying to think if I ever had a course from Larry Richards or
if maybe he didn’t come onboard until I was already on the faculty. My move from graduate
student to faculty was one continuum.
RB:

What years did you attend EMU as an undergrad?

HB:

63-67. By the time 67 I was also doing graduate work. I was actually overlapping graduate and
undergrad classes. I think 66 I finished my bachelor’s and 67/68 I was finishing up my master’s.

MJ:

Did you have trouble choosing EMU for your master’s?

HB:

No because they basically twisted my arm almost immediately to say “We have a teaching
assistantship for you. And I had one more year of athletic eligibility when I started my master’s
so I was taking some undergrad course to finish the bachelor’s up but I was also taking graduate
courses and I was finishing up my last year of athletic eligibility. So it all really, you know,
encouraged me to stay right here and finish and continue on with what I was doing.

MJ:

You were on the gymnastics team or track and field?

HB:

At that time I was on the gymnastics team. I was on track and field for two years. I was
cheerleading for two years and I was in gymnastics essentially four years.

MJ:

What were you doing on the gymnastics team?

HB:

being captain. No ego involved there at all. That was an invite by the coach. I was rings, still rings
were my number on event, but I also did parallel bars, I did all-round, occasionally I did
trampoline or high bar. Floor excursive was another- probably my second or third best. Parallel
bars. The rings, parallel bars and free _________ were my ‘do-it-all-the-time’ and depending on
what the team needed- if somebody needed a vaulter, or whatever. I did all of them. I think my
junior year I was the second top-scorer on the team. I was not the top scorer, but very strong
scoring in most of the years.

MJ:

Who was your coach?

HB;

Marvin Johnson, who I still see fairly regularly. He was a young faculty member, young phys. ed.
faculty- got both of this degrees and master’s, and eventually a PhD at U of M. He was on the
gymnastics team, was one of their superstars, broke his wrist and kind of was out of commission.
He was closely integrated with their program for cheerleading and of course they had both men
and women cheerleaders at the time, so he brought that idea over to Eastern and so he
recruited us with some severe arm twisting. Brought three of us to join the cheerleading squad.
He wasn’t their coach- they had another coach but he was involved. An assistant coach or
something to make this integration of men and women cheering together happen. Eastern had
had men cheerleaders back in the, what, the 30s, 40s, and before that. Then they went to all
women cheerleaders somewhere in the 40s or 50s. So this was then getting both men and
women involved at the same time. We gymnasts were very much front and center at getting that
started.

MJ:

Why the arm twisting?

HB:

We weren’t sure if that was distracting from our main focus on gymnastics. It wasn’t too much of
an arm twist. We were open and flexible about the idea. I mean, it seemed like an ingesting idea
but it was something I didn’t really know anything about. I am an athlete doing this other thing
already. By the second year I was co-captain of the cheer team too and we had, I think it was
about four males and maybe like six females or something like that. It was not quite even but it
was pretty close balanced. We added a bunch of gymnastics things to the routines, so just on the
sidelines we’d do hand to hands, handstands. At the beginning of a football game we would do
backhand springs all the way across the field, things like that. Part of the coach’s plan was to get
gymnastics really noticed because it had been around and it had faded to almost disappearing
and then it was coming back and so he was the new coach. He wanted the campus community
to see that we had a gymnastic steam and this was football games and basketball games. A good
place to see that.

MJ:

Did it work?

HB;

yea it did. Very much so. I don’t know if attendance at game went up, but certainly the
recognition of gymnastics on campus was much more vivid. I got lots more comments from
fellow students about being out there at the football game cheering than I had for my still ring
routine at Central Michigan.

MJ:

Do you remember, when you were in grad school, your first real research project? Thesis?

HB:

Yes. That was a very interesting. Merlin Minnick (SP) who was one of the first really serious
researchers on the laboratory side- we had a strong history in Biology of outdoor Biology and
ecology. Strong is too strong of a word for research because I do remember, I think maybe it was
Dick Giles or Bob Belcher saying, and this was maybe two or three years, either I was an
undergraduate student or just a little bit before that, answering a question about research and
the attitude of research at Eastern Michigan, and he quoted something like this, something he
heard ten year before that, “the department head said we hired you in here to teach. If you want
to do research, you do it on your own time on your own dollar.” So, I was a little ahead of that
gam but it comes back to the Merlin Minnick (SP) because he came in with a really strong
research PhD. He had a degree from Michigan and a PhD from Wayne State but he was real
strong physiologist. I was one of his first graduate students and he had already set up- a lab. We
got Hover building which was several derelict rooms that had been forgotten. They weren’t quite
teaching rooms and they weren’t being used for the greenhouse and so he built one of those
into his lab and got some serious research going. This was by the time I was a junior so I already
was taking classes from him, knew him well and we were good friends. Almost immediately
when I started my master’s work, I started working with him and I actually was alongside him
building my own little lab in one of those rooms. He helped me get equipment from all around
and was very central. He had done a little bit of work with radiation and radio isotopes and so
that’s where I went with my research. We were doing some of the first using radio isotopes in
biology and almost very early in chemistry or physics. They had some of that going on but
biology- not very much. Of course that was right on the cutting edge of using radioactive
monitoring as a very precise measuring tool for tiny amounts of chemicals. You could label them
with that and with a radioactive label you could see 1000 times better than if you were trying to
titrate it out in standard chemistry or something like that. Just a huge innovation which until we
got other things and found all the grief of working with isotopes- I mean, the downside of

it…they knew it and we had a good knowledge and reasonable safety procedures and that sort
of thing. But it was at the time, it was really cutting edge stuff- to be able to measure at those
levels. Minnick was involved with hormones in particular and so I took a slice off of his thinking,
and tried to apply it to invertebrates. We were looking then at hormone distribution in snails. I
was doctoring up this thing where they would feed them this isotope. It would concentrate in
their equivalent of a thyroid gland, which isn’t the same thing as ours. But metabolically it’s
doing some of the same stuff. Chemistry had a primitive simulation counter, which would count
the liquid radioactivity in a vial. Merlin and I worked out x-ray photographs and then we cut
sections and placed them on x-ray photographic material. So, it would expose the x-rays and we
could measure and assess location and concentration. That was my master’s thesis and it was
one of the very first few that were not animal or plant-oriented at Eastern at the time. We had a
degree program master’s for, I want to say maybe six or seven years. Probably not ten years, but
mostly they were more outdoor biology, taxonomy oriented. There might have been one or two
others that were in the physiology, the laboratory side, but mine was on of the very early ones.
MJ:

this was all taking place over in Hover?

HB:

Yeah.

MJ:

The department was in Scherzer?

HB:

yeah, but we had Hover also so we were teaching classes in both Hover and Scherzer at the time.
Hover was where they had some room. Minnick asked for space for an office over there because
he knew there was space. There wasn’t in Scherzer.

MJ:

When you got the job at EMU with faculty, was there any arm twisting for that?

HB:

No. I was teaching assistant in Zoology, also in Histology, but mainly I was associated with
Zoology. Don Brown was running the program at the time and he made me lab coordinator so I
was in charge of the newer Gas coming in and boss of the ones who were my same age. By the
time I was graduating with my master’s, I was playing very central roles and he was doing the
lecturing but I was doing all the other stuff- get the stuff for the lab, get it together, get the
people doing the right things. We were just inventing the recitation sections, the discussion
sections where the students could meet with their instructor and I had to coordinate. What are
they going to do with their discussion questions, and that sort of thing? Before I had my master’s
they were talking to me about, would I be interested in staying on and teaching and continuing
my lab coordinating and then adding some other courses? I was one of the nearly-last rare
instructors. By then they pretty much hired people in as assistant professors with PhD-in-hand.
There was a considerable, growing pressure that that was the way to do business. The
Department Head fought whatever battles needed to be fought to say “We want this guy. He’s
doing things we want to do right now, and we can immediately use him.” Because then those
first years in addition to coordinating lab, then I taught my second lecture, usually in the evening
and/or an evening on Saturday. OF course, the regular faculty didn’t want to teach evenings and
Saturdays, and Eastern was very much supportive of the idea of having classes at times that high
school teachers could come back and get their master’s degree. Biology was a strong player in
that so we had a lot of teachers that were already out there with their day job, coming back and

getting their master’s. So I was a part of that. I was really relieving the pressure from more
veteran faculty that didn’t want to do those things.
MJ:

That Department head- that was Giles?

HB:

Yeah- Giles and Belcher. It would have been Giles when I was hired in.

MJ:

When you first joined the faculty, I guess you had been here since 1962 already. What kind of
conditions did you find when you joined the faculty? Where was your office? Did you have an
office?

HB:

Yes. I’m laughing because I’m thinking about the office I had as a teaching assistant, which was
the furnace room in Scherzer. Let’s see. Did I stay in that? No, I guess I had an office up stairs for
a couple of years. Yeah- once I was faculty, all through my teaching- that was something that I
volunteered for because I could see this space that I could be using for some of my research. I
just found it and found a desk, and we could make that work. Yeah, I had an office up next to the
Zoology lab then while we were still in Scherzer until we moved. When we moved to Mark
Jefferson, I had a real office. Now, actually, the one in Scherzer was a real office too, it was just
kind of a combined store room. My desk and my territory within the store room.

MJ:

What kind of conditions were here, especially in the science lab? Did you have everything you
needed technology-wise?

HB:

No. A real easy no. Times were changing, attitudes were changing. The idea that we don’t do
research- we teach- that was definitely starting to shift. Biology and Chemistry were absolutely
on the cutting edge in both attitude and then arguing for funding, actually going out and getting
some research grants. Then, the equipment. But the administration was really opening up. They
were looking around and seeing, “well, we know the University of Michigan and Michigan Statethey always had this stuff but we didn’t need it.” Now they were starting to recognize- Ok, we
need to be a real university, not just a continuation of the Normal School attitude. They were
putting some money in it and Biology was doing some very innovative things with both the
teaching and pushing the research. We talked about the liquid simulation counter. I was in the
driving force to get Biology one of those. Chemistry had one they were sharing with us
reluctantly because they were nice people and we all had to share some things. But I had them
through my techniques courses and invertebrate physiology courses. By then I had gone on to
Michigan State, commuted for five years getting my PhD and doing both immunological and
radiological detection work. I had a lot more isotope background and other lab techniques by
the time I was campaigning for twenty thousand dollar pieces of equipment. It was a real big
deal back then.
But that was, I mean, that was reflected in their driving forces for getting more research going.
With that, some of the changes of the promotion materials and such for faculty members where
it was really a reversal from the “we don’t have time for you to be doing research, to, you really
need to have some research going on.” That was at the very early stages but it was happening
with substantial encouragement not just the stick but the carrot as well. Bringing Eastern into
that same level of competence in research. Building new knowledge is an assumed component
of universities.

MJ:

Why do you thinking it was changing then? Why was that attitude starting to change at that
time?

HB:

For one thing, we were growing like weed. We had lots more students. The state was really
working to supply universities for the students that were wanting to get there. So there was
much more generous attitudes from the state to help and supply this sort of thing. I think
Eastern itself- it was seeing that they were being relegated to this little side corner of teaching
really good teachers how to teach. But wait a minute, we’re a university- we’re doing a whole lot
of things beyond just teaching good teachers. The sciences were probably one of the most
visible parts of saying “Wait a minute- we’re growing up. We are a mid-sized university these
days. You’re not a big teachers college.”

MJ:

When I was going through a lot of the department correspondence from that time period- late
60s, early, mid-70s- there were a lot of communications between faculty members and
administration about teaching evolution. Was that an issue in the Biology Department?

HB:

No. The issue might have been more of a “how do you present it in classroom, to not be
offensive to those students who are going to be offended by it?” I mean, I can remember
department meetings where we would each talk about how we handled those sorts of issues or
something, but as far as, at least, I never got any feeling that my Dean was unhappy that I was
teaching evolution and boy I was TEACHING IT. I mean, I was friendly about it, but I just said,
“You know- this isn’t a religion class, this is a Biology class, and this is how we’ve worked things
out. None of this is absolute science- you’re constantly growing, you’re constantly moving, and
this is the way it works and looks now.” I taught big lecture sections- 100-200 Zoology students. I
came right out with it. I said, “I don’t say this to be offensive to anybody. You can talk to me later
if you want. I never felt any pressure from the Department Head, and never heard of anything
from the Dean. I would say that was my experience.

MJ:

I think that part of it was that faculty members were wondering- they knew that evolution was
inherently part of all science classes but they wondered if they should create a course just for
evolution, or if they just leave it scattered.

HB:

I’m trying to think- it was probably considerably later. We taught evolution- I taught it in general
Biology and Zoology. We had several other courses that that was a common theme that you
went through. We had specific courses in evolution, maybe somewhat later than that.

MJ:

I wanted to talk a little about some of your Department Heads. I knew that you served with Dick
Giles, Herb Caswell, William Fennel, and Bert Johnson. I just saw a list and was wondering if you
could tell us anything about them? Any of them? What their leadership style were like.

HB:

I would start with Dick Giles because he brought me on board and was my mentor, and he was
good at it. He was a botanist but he was a good teacher. I got to know his wife, and Bob and
Ruby Belcher- they both played important roles very early on. They were good mentors, they had
respect for research and did their own research on the side. It was a small by comparison but
their attitude isn’t that you should be doing it. They’d say, “We’ll scrape up meager little pennies
here to support you. We’d like to see you doing it. We just can’t give you much time.” That sort
of thing. They were restricted by what the University was willing to do. But that was starting to
change even then. If you were a particularly good researcher and somewhere within the

department they could find some extra hours of somebody else covering part of your class or
something- there was a little shifting around. Again, Merlin Minnick was an example of doing
some really good research and getting within-the-department benefits for it.
Herb Caswell. I had my evolution from him. Obviously we were teaching it. While I had Ecology
from him but it was a lot of evolution in it. He was a very bright guy and had a really good vision
of the big picture of where biology as a science should be going, and where we should be in the
future, what a department should be doing to build that. In fact, he spent years- this was several
years writing a textbook on biology that brought a whole bunch of these innovative ideas
together. How it ought to be taught etc. He was a good guy. We were good friends, got along
very well while I was working for him.
MJ:

Do you think there are any faculty members you served with who never got their due? People
who you felt like they could have had more recognition within the Department? Maybe they
were more behind the scenes?

HB:

Hmmm. Well, Max Adler comes to mind. He was the curator of the greenhouse, but he was a
very bright guy. He really knew his plants. He ended up volunteering and then getting part of this
compensation of release time here. But I would say that in many ways, he had both the
academic ability and the student respect for the classes that he did teach. But he want a faculty
member. But he was well-liked and well-respected. Within the department, that was caught in
the structure of, “We can’t put you on a tenure track thing because you aren’t faculty.” As far as
a true naturalist who would just go out whether it was plants or birds or mammals or whateverhe knew the outdoors, he did a fine job with the greenhouse.

MJ:

he was involved with the greenhouse being?

HB:

Yeah- there was a greenhouse by Hover. That’s when he was there. By the time they built the
new aquatic center and greenhouse, he had retired.

MJ:

what was that greenhouse like by Hover? I’ve only seen the exterior in photos.

HB:

It was ancient. It came out of the 20s or 30s or something like that. It was probably state of the
art at the time but that was one of those things where there was always a struggle for budget
and whatever, and you just try to make do with what you could use. He was pretty creative at
keeping a lot of things going in it. We had places for research and for teaching plants and that
sort of thing. So it was fairly functional, but it was old and hard to heat, hard to maintain. We got
a much better facility with the “new” one.

MJ:

In your time teaching here, how did you witness students’ needs changing? The way that they
learn? Preparation? How much preparation they had for college?

HB:

A lot of change. You could almost say every six years to ten years it was another wave of thinking
or whatever. But we did, I think, do a beautiful job in Biology of responding to what was available
for new technology to bring and engage students. Frank Sinclair was a driving force in the audio
tutorial system. That was tape recorders and it started at Purdue. It was a wave that rolled across
the country and we were in the very early parts of that wave. Really engaged in it for the 105
Biology and then it expanded into Zoology and Botany. It addressed the real weaknesses of lab
teaching of somebody standing up there and giving you instructions for 15 minutes and you

scramble furiously to try to remember a third of what got done. Then, they’d say, “Go out and do
it!” They gave you a tape recorder, you could stop it, back it up, listen to those instructions. I got
very deeply involved in that from the original scripts and three of us were each doing lab
manuals that corresponded to this. Then I would rewrite the scripts about every two years,
tinker with it, fine tune it, and adjust it. To be dissecting a rat- rather than the instructor standing
up here and telling this, and you and your four lab partners who are far away and they can’t see
what’s going on in front- they had the tape recorder giving them a blow by blow, minute by
minute explanation. You lift this up, you do this, and you do that. There was always an instructor
around if you had questions but the information was much more conveniently available if you
were willing to scoop it up and run with it.
Then, of course when PowerPoint came in and such, I was a strong believer in providing outlines
even before PowerPoint, of the lecture and the highlights of the lecture- something like that. The
students would have something, no matter how bad their note taking skills were, they’d have
something to take home and places to go look and go to the book if they were willing to do so. I
always felt it worked very well. I felt like, in contrast to a lot of students out there, those that
made it into the Zoology class- that’s the second level Biology- they had some talent and some
interest. They were better-motivated than maybe a lot of students. I think back to my own
history class. I was a good student- I worked at it because I knew I had to, not because I wanted
to. That was not what I was interested in. Knowing that that attitude is fairly prevalent in a lot of
classes across the Univewit5y. But you could take that core and give them all the nudges and
shoves, and then, with PowerPoint you could then add all kinds of additional pictures and that
sort of thing. One of the things that we did in this recitation group was- it was supposed to be
“OK, you’ve got 200 students and I can’t talk to all 200 so each lab instructor also has a
recitation.” So you have 50 minutes to sit down and answer questions and talk back and forth,
review where the problems were in the week’s units. Well, that can get very deadly if no one
asks any questions. There were a bunch of things you could incorporate that would make it a lot
more interesting. Either additional films, making use, again, of people doing great jobs of
photographing nature out there. Why don’t we bring it into the classroom? With PowerPoints, I
incorporated a lot more of that. In fact, to the point that I actually sold my PowerPoints to two
different textbooks as teaching guides for new lecturers adopting the textbooks.
MJ:

Was administration ever resistant to taking on new technology?

HB:

Money was the only issue. There was never enough money. They like if you could sell them with
an idea. They were very supportive of extra technology but it had to have dollar signs included.
They were always the limiting factor. Not attitude- they wanted to see this happening. So if you
could find a way to do it cheaper or something like that, that was always encouraged.

MJ;

Speaking of administration, you were here for a lot of presidents. Sponberg, Brickley, porter,
Shelton, then a lot of the ones between 2000 and the present. You retired in 2015, so all of the
ones between 2000 and 2008. Do you have an impressions of Sponberg?

HB:

Hmmm. No.

MJ:

We can always go off the record.

HB:

No- I didn’t know him very much and I didn’t have any particular problem. Where, as Elliott was
very frustrating because as an undergraduate athlete, his attitude towards the scholarships in
athletics, he thought they didn’t belong at Eastern. I saw the regular disadvantage because we
were trying to compete with schools that were giving athletes much bigger scholarships. We
were claiming to be this school that’s too pure to give scholarships. That bothered me as a
student athlete. As a biology student, that was not too much of an issue. I think Sponberg- my
sense was that he had good leadership capabilities and was doing a pretty good job running the
University. But I guess I had my head deeply into the trenches of doing my own thing in biology.
He wasn’t stepping on my toes, so all was well.
By the time Fallon came along, I had been around long enough to get to know him a little bit,
and thought he was a very good guy. Ran into a storm, and ended his career here.

MJ:

Porter?

HB:

Not very much. Generally positive. I heard his talks and he seemed to be very supportive of
maintaining quality education, but pushing research. I think probably department heads would
have said that he could have funded it better, but the attitudes were in the right place. He was
mostly a positive influence.

MJ:

that’s the outlook of a lot of faculty members- that what happens outside of their departmentyou said your head was so buried in what you were doing- is that common with faculty, do you
think?

HB:

Yes. I think faculty maybe do themselves a disservice of getting too wound up about things that
aren’t really within their territory of control. The worst of that is that it generates a negative
feeling for your job. You can get very anxious about principles of things that are over there in the
University, and it’s all right to know about it and acknowledge it, and maybe once in a while lend
your support to it, but it shouldn’t tear you up and make you angry at the institution that is
paying you. When it happens in your classroom and in your research lab, then you can be mad as
hell. Otherwise, you have to take it like how the country is going. Can’t necessarily say that I’m
terribly happy with certain things, but on the other hand, I’m not going to quit doing all the stuff
I’m doing, or let it bend a lot of positives out of place. I was on the Faculty Senate, the Faculty
Council when unions were heatedly debated, and the faculty council had a hand in this game
because they were doing a bunch of the things that the union said they’d do and they’d do it
better. There was that level of it too. Again, watching that go along but in some cases here, it
might very well mean a change in my job. Whether a contact overload or something negotiated
along those lines.

MJ:

there was a faculty strike in 76? How did you feel about that?

HB:

I felt bad and stayed out. I was reluctant. It took me a while- a decade or so, and some of this
was economic hard times- the University was having bad times too, getting into the priorities of
it. The University was having a hard time coming around to the thinking that the union was a
good thing for the faculty. I don’t agree with, again, sometimes they get too much angst and
energy into things that aren’t really down to teaching and research. The fundamental parts of it.

Yeah- sometimes you need some checks and balances. I guess a mediocre enthusiastic is what I
was.
MJ:

We don’t have a whole lot more, but I did want to talk a little bit about pole vault. You said
you’re coming back tonight to do some vaulting on campus. You still have that relationship with
the University. When you come back to practice, do you practice with the team?

HB:

No. Not now. When I was coaching (I was the pole vault coach last year at this time) I would just
show up a half hour early and do my own vaulting. Then they would come in, spending another
twenty minutes warming up. By then I’d be done vaulting and I would coach. Now, obviously I
can’t do that, but I worked out an arrangement where I run a kind of vault club of master’s
vaulters with select high schoolers that can join the master’s group. We then have time slots in
Bowen.

MJ:

I read this story in one of the newspapers about your wife just hanging out in the house one day
and looking out the window and you’re out there carving a pole.

HB:

That was back, again, when I was 60-61. Probably 61. I pole vaulted in college and was third in
the conference. I was a decent vaulter, not exceptional. Along with the gymnastics and such.
After college, then I kind of got into this running for conditioning thing. The aerobics and the
whole thing. From that then grew into a competitive distance runner. Ran with the Ann Arbor
track club and such. My son was getting to cross country and we ran together. I did the Detroit
Marathon, I did the Pike’s Peak ascent five times. So all of those 40 years I was busy being
another kind of athlete, so as a 61 year old I was going to run the 5k at the Michigan Senior
Olympics, and thought “well, I wonder what else I can do.” I bench press because I kept doing
that all the way through, going to the gym two or three times a week all these years. Then I
thought about the pole vault and wondered if I could try. As a junior high student, I went out in
the students and carved out a maple sapling because I knew the difference between a cedar and
a maple and an oak, and who was going to be straight and flexible. So I did the same thing again
at age 61 and took a few jumps, and set up some little crossbars with just two by twos with nails
on them. I looked up on line at what 60 year olds were doing for vault, and figured, I’m getting
real close to that. I bought a fiberglass pole and really trained for probably about two months.
Set a state of Michigan record for my age group at my first time out. Decided this was a lot of fun
and probably I was even better at that than I was running, so I redshifted into that direction.
It expanded into long jumping, running hurdles, currently have the record for the sprint hurdles
and the 300 meter hurdles. I run a Team USA 4x100 relays, 4x400 relays and such. Pole vaulting
is the main thing. Three years ago, I came in second place in the nation in the heptathlon in my
age group. One of these years if I get healthy enough I’ll go back and try to do that again.

MJ:

I knew immediately when I was reading about you- I think it was in that same article you talked
about taking a trip. It might have been Pike’s Peak. You were hiking with your brother and you
said something like “I would rather have been going faster but my brother just had surgery so I
had to go his pace.”

HB:

Yeah. He was the one who got me into that and he lives in Texas, so they would come up to
Colorado for a vacation for a couple weeks in the summer. He discovered Pike’s Peak. He’d been
a runner also and he said “You got to come out and do this.” I would do it as part of my training-

going up and down the stairways in mark Jefferson. Go from the bottom of the stairs to the top
and back down, go over to the next one, same thing. Spend my lunch hour training for Pike’s
Peak.
MJ:

We have a couple more questions- more broad questions about EMU. Do you think there is
something that is your contribution to EMU that you are most proud of?

HB:

18,000 biology students that I have had over the years- quite proud of that. Some of the stuff I’m
doing now as president of the E Club and serving representing the Emeritus Faculty on the
Foundation as a trustee- I think those are big contributions because I think we’re addressing the
changing finances of the University and we need to engage EMU alumni at all levels in the
Emeritus Faculty are some of the most loyal of the members to give back to the University that
gave them so much. I think my current jobs, unpaid as they are, are major contributions. I think
just years of the technology of innovative teaching, instructing it, I think back, and hundreds of
classes that were mostly happy students that had learned a lot. I felt like that striking that
balance of getting them to work as hard they could without being angry about it, without being
unhappy about it. To say, “This is good stuff.” I polished my teaching techniques for decades to
try to make that happen. You go away feeling like I worked really hard in that class and gee- that
was good and worth it. That wasn’t everybody but that was the vast majority of the students.

MJL:

After 46 years of teaching do you think that you polished your teaching skills as much as you
could? Do you think there’s always room for improvement?

HB:

I think there is always room. Once you get a working model, you have to think well what else can
I do with this? You look for weaknesses – where are students having trouble? Then you say, ok,
again, talking about revising those tapes or revising my PowerPoints and that sort of thing, you
can look at a classroom and you can look at their eyes and you can see, “Well, ok 75% are getting
this. Those tow over there are not, and those tow over there don’t care,” Something like that. In
that sense, I truly worked fifteen years longer than I needed to because I was enjoying the job.
UI could have retired in my early 60s and didn’t until middle 70s because it was always
improvement I was after. I miss the teaching but it took up too much of my time; I’m too busy
playing now.

MJ:

I always wonder with Emeritus Faculty, why did they have to retire? Why can’t they keep
teaching? I want to take Biology now!

HB:

It was a lot of good times. I stayed connected with athletics through all of those years. Io served
on a lot of committees that combined athletics and the academics and with a strong feeling that
we want our student athletes to be good students and encouraging and reinforcing. I think
Eastern does that very well relative to the big world out there. I think Eastern has grown
tremendously on the research capability and component. We have become a real University
now. Back when I started, we called ourselves a University but we weren’t there. The
departments I knew best are Biology and Chemistry but all across the University, the grants and
funding for research. With that, still keeping a very close attention to quality teaching. I sat in on
hundreds of hiring new faculty members and we wanted to see somebody that would be a good
teacher, they still had to have good research, but it was not “you’re a great researcher, we want
you and then hopefully you can teach.” They definitely needed to be a good teacher. I feel real

good about that, thinking that we at Eastern have struck a real good balance. The extremes that
you hear-”publish or perish” syndromes, no. It all has to be balanced.
MJ:

I want to go back for a second and ask why you think Eastern has been better at teaching
athletes, and keeping athletes more involved in the academic side.

HB:

I think coaches are buying into it. They have been told they should and they do, from what I see.
They freely tell you most of you are not going to make your money being an athlete so you do
have to get your degree. They are willingly complying with the NCAA requirements on time to be
a student. Within that, and I can see that in the track team because I know these guys really
well- they help each other out. They encourage each other to be good students. As a student
athlete myself, I always- my coach was also saying “We’re really proud of how well you’re doing
and that you’re taking all this chemistry and biology and all this stuff.” One of my roommates was
always screwing off. Not studying. All four of us would get on his case, say “We don’t 2ant you to
flunk out.” I see that same sort of thing among the student athletes themselves- really
reinforcing that being a good student is a good thing. Almost every ceremony you go to, they
brag loudly about the GPA of the student athletes collectively versus the student body, and it’s
higher! That idea of “the dumb football player” comes out of the thirties. It’s not a 2010 image
and it simply is not true. By and large is that the things that make student athletes good athletes
are determination, organization; you are working hard and efficiently at something whether it is
your chemistry test or your sport. You are putting hours, you are working hard. That level of
motivation- I think that’s underappreciated by too many faculty. Not saying a bunch of them do
understand it, but the very quick answer often is “Why are we spending so much money on
athletics? They should be in here learning chemistry.” Or history, or sociology or something.
They’re learning a lot of life skills over there on the practice fields, and maybe, as much of it is as
applicable as that quantum theory course you took and never got the job that required it. So you
never see it again. Whereas this level of determination and communication, cooperation- those
kinds of things are very important, maturing things. They happen in lots of places. They happen
in the labs where you’re working with chemicals and animals and whatever else. They’re
happening on field trips. They’re also happening on the athletic fields too. So I like to think I’m
sitting right in the middle hopefully two entities of the University that are both pretty important
and don’t always get along.

MJ:

What do you think is the biggest weakness of EMU?

HB:

I think it is that we are not proud enough of the University that we are. I mean, U of M, you can
just walk near the campus and it almost pulls you in because they’re so wound up and
excessively so. WE could take about two thirds of that, maybe half of it, and slide it into our
mode, and say that an alumnus ten years ago looks back- they’ve had a teaching job, sure
they’re not getting filthy rich, but they’re doing alright. Who got them that qualification? Eastern
did. But a whole lots of our graduates are not just teachers anymore and I say “just” teachers
because I think by the time you go out there, well, I know that t4aching jobs are hard to take but
I’m biased. One of the weaknesses is getting to all those alumni, and I think were doing a better
job getting to the current students right here and saying “Be proud of this place. It’s a damn nice
place to be. You’re learning a lot. You’re getting it at half the price of Duke, and maybe as an
undergraduate you’re getting every bit as good a classroom instruction.” When you’re a graduate
student and you need a million dollars for your research, that may not be an equivalent, but our

undergraduate education is as good as anybody in Michigan. For most students. Things like the
Undergraduate Symposium. I would compare that kind of an output to any school in the state.
Across the nation too. We engage a larger proportion of our undergraduates in research than
most schools do and again, the funding, the support for that, the enthusiasm, the big show that
you get- I took twenty-some students. I had the most students of any faculty member that has
gone to the Undergraduate Symposium. Probably, since I’ve retired, someone is going to catch
up with me, but that kind of thing, where undergraduates get engaged. Just like I talked about- I
was engaged, ready to go to work with Dr. Minnick before I graduated. That’s not a common
commodity for undergraduate schools.
I would like us to be able to get to the current undergraduates and sell them with “You’re getting
a really good product here at a really good price, relatively.” I would love to re-engage our alumni
and say “You know you can still give twenty bucks to that Dog Shelter over there that is very
deserving, why can’t you give twenty or forty bucks to Eastern? It’s also very deserving.” If you
could get our hundreds of thousands of alumni to just do that much, it would do a lot towards
building the funding that the state is constantly nibbling away at.
MJ:

What would it take to engage those alumni? It sounds like it is difficult.

HB:

If you can get them back to campus to do something, and get them to remind themselves of the
value of it. First thing is get them to come back for something, and then fi they’re a Biology
major, have an event and say “The Reunion of the 40s and 50s” or 70s and 80s. Biology Day, or
something that would get them to come back and be interested again. Athletics- going to a bowl
game again in two years. I’ve impressed many people because I’m in my EMU sweatshirt or
something, friends at the gym that don’t have anything to do with Eastern, they say, “They
played a good game. They almost won! They were at least respectable.” Those kinds of thingsget them to think back about how valuable this was, and then give back. If they have the idea of
how important it was for Eastern to have that money because the state is not doing it anymore.
Yes, grants sometimes, but those are hit and miss and usually focused on specific research. We
need more of a private school attitude. These were the best times of your life, oftentimes. You
can reflect back on them as really times, really exciting stuff happening. Give back!

MJ:

You have already answered this question a few different ways, but do you have anything to add
what you think the greatest strengths of EMU are?

HB:

Again, yeah, I would probably preach that quite a bit. I think I’m whole-heartedly in support of
our current administration. I think they are trying to do a lot of the right things as far as
re-engaging alumni and building a strong academic program with the money that they have got.
I think we are in good hands at the moment.

MJ:

That is really all I have. I also have a photo here- is that you?

HB:

I would be in there yes. That would be me right there. A little more hair, a little darker.

Fade out

